C R I M E & I N V E S T I G AT I O N

8 x 60 minute series

Does it take a killer to catch a killer?
Dark Minds brings fresh eyes to unsolved serial
killer investigations using the combined instincts
of three unique perspectives. Retracing the
homicides are two obsessive investigators – John
Kelly, psychologist/criminal profiler and M. William
Phelps, true crime author/investigative journalist.
M. William Phelps lost his sister-in-law, who
was five months pregnant, to a suspected serial
killer, fuelling his passion to hunt for answers
in other such cases. John Kelly is one of today’s
pre-eminent serial killer profilers and is the
founder of S.T.A.L.K. Inc. (System To Apprehend
Lethal Killers). Joining them is an unlikely and

anonymous source: a convicted multiple murderer
known only as ‘13’. Wishing to make amends
by helping catch other killers, ‘13’ uses his own
personal experience to formulate theories behind
these chilling cold cases. The killer participates
willingly, anonymously and without payment.
These criminals are still out there. Their identity
and whereabouts are unknown. But Phelps and
Kelly go looking and shine a light into the darkest
corners of human behaviour. Their mission is to
hunt justice, by retracing the crime and piecing
together a profile of the killer by interviewing
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key people – cops, forensic scientists, survivors,
family, witnesses. These investigations resemble
a prime-time detective drama but this is real;
the murders, victims, unanswered questions,
breakthroughs, dead-ends, horror and emotion.
We’re along for the ride and it’s an exclusive
and shocking journey inside each case and
inside each murderer’s psyche.
Produced in High Definition
Produced by Beyond Productions

